iPeak – mobile application for Ski Resorts

https://itunes.apple.com/ua/artist/ipeak-international/id568753566
https://ipeak.biz

The iPeak app is an interactive skier’s best companion. It serves as a guide for ski resorts, providing GPS navigation on the slopes.

The iPeak app is an interactive skier's best companion. It serves as a guide for ski resorts, providing GPS navigation on the slopes according to resort maps all while connecting you to your fellow skier's whereabouts.

The main features of the program:

STATISTICS

Statistics provide information for user about
- Tracks distance on the slopes while skiing
- Tracks average speed
- Tracks maximum speed, even specific to sections of the slope
- Total Time in which slope that was skied
- Total number of slopes. At the top of the screen of your device, you can see the overall statistics, where the rates of individual slopes are summarized.
FRIENDS

You can find new friends and see their current location on ski resort.

MESSAGES

Connect and chat in realtime within the app, with friends and other users at the resort.

NAVIGATION

The interactive resort map displays trails, lifts, iPeak users, who have allowed access, as well as local restaurants, hotels, etc.

HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS

Resort Info including restaurants, hotels with description, contacts, photos and location on the map.
First Teacher - is an application for teaching pre-school children a new language. As we know, learning begins right when we learn the alphabet. You will be able to see letter and hear the correct pronunciation of it. To make it fun and easy, we have created images to go along with the letters. This sparks the child's interest to concentrate and learn.

You can select one from 4 background themes for yourself. Yes, we know that it is impossible to create alphabet that can be the best for you or for your child, that is why now we create an ability for you to Create your own alphabets with own images, words and pronunciation. We are sure that voice of someone from your family can be much better for your child!

Collabo - is the best way to start making and organizing list


A cool simple interface helps you creating ToDo lists with one tap. Collabo uses our unique slider feature that allows you to set up tasks and create multiple lists quickly.

Using Collabo is easy:
- Assign tasks with priority levels
- Creating reminder alerts that help you stay on top of your goals
- Sort lists by lists for today, tomorrow and your entire week.
- One finger planning - Drag and drop your task
- Swipe to mark a task that has been completed, Swiped the wrong item? Get it back fast by swiping the greyed out word and it is back on your list.
- Easily add or delete lists
- Critical Reminders fire off notifications every 10, 15, 30 or 60 minutes 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 hours before the ToDo is due.
IGoToWorld - is a complete information resource about each country of the world

http://igotoworld.com/

IGoToWorld.com is the most complete and advanced guide to each country, where everyone can find something interesting.
A little town on picturesque hillsides, an ancient historical city or an industrial megalopolis has something special to amaze our users. Picturesque views of the American Cordillera, wonderful islands of the Pacific Ocean, ancient architecture of Europe are worth seeing.
Going in a trip with friends or arranging an itinerary for a business delegation? With new feature “The Routes” you can organize your trip point by point, make necessary notes and remarks, as well as jointly discuss and correct your travel plan.
Honeyhive - work smarter, not harder!

https://www.honeyhive.com

Honeyhive brings all your team information together in one place. So you can use it to make faster, smarter business decisions. Giving you more time to get important things done.

Honeyhive is a web and mobile application that allows you to prioritize and collaborate in real-time from anywhere. Using a model derived from Stephen Covey’s best selling book “The 7 habits of highly effective people” along with visually presenting tasks in a simple manner that follows the increasingly popular Kanban methodology. Honeyhive helps you get important things done faster and with less frustration.

Combining task management functionality with a rich set of collaboration tools. Honeyhive acts somewhat like an archive for content and activities. Over time, as you collaborate within Honeyhive, files, links and other content types are stored centrally and can be accessed either with full text search or with easy to use filters.
hCG Life Pro

http://nutrisoft.bz/

hCG Life Pro is accurately based on Dr. Simeon’s Pounds and Inches. It also including modern updates based on hCG weight-loss physicians and seasoned hCG dieters. hCG Life Pro is a great value because it is feature rich and takes advantage of simple drag and drop touch technology. Set up in minutes, the app leads you through reaching your weight-loss goal and maintaining even after the diet with easy meal planning.

FEATURES:
- Phases 1 to 4 and Lifetime Meal Planning and Tracking Slide Days Right to Left
- Setup the Recommend Protocol or Customization of Multiple Rounds with Auto Calculation
- Phase duration customization
- Track multiple rounds without Reseting your app data (great if you are taking breaks in-between or holidays)
- Weight (chart with % to reach goal pie graph)
- Measurements Graph
- Calorie tracking: Burned, Eaten & Daily Total
- Blood Glucose (No daily limit) & Blood Pressure & Heart Rate (no daily limit)
- Activities log/tracker
- Monthly Journal Calendar shows when you've lost, gained or maintained. Allows Daily Notes
- Link FITBIT or iHealth devices to track calories and weight
- Drag and Drop image Meal Planning w/ daily menu and Timers to Remind you when to eat
- Massive Food Database that tells you what you can eat in each phase- updated weekly
- Grocery list created as you plan your meals- easy slide to cart checkoff
- Create Personal Challenges and the app monitors your success.
- The entire Dr. Simeons Original Pounds & Inches book in chapters
- Audio book in chapters
- Automatic Notification Reminders activated by Phase
- 13 (& growing) how-to video guides explain everything 1 step at a time
- Water consumption calculated daily based on your weight- auto updates
- Vitamin/Supplement Tracking with Notifications
- Large variety of approved Phase 2 optional food items
- Photo Journal w/ Slide show
- Phase 3 Slide to Meal Planning and Favorites with easy toggle amounts
- Community and Member Chat
- Tech FAQs and Tech Support in app
While you are reading it, we are working on something new and much more interesting. Yes, it is a long story, story of our LIFE!

To be continued...
About Us

To stay at the forefront, we have structured our company to continually research the latest techniques. The company “New Vision, LLC” was founded in the beginning of 2013, our short period of existence has not slowed us down, the core of our team is working together for the past eight years, as seen in our portfolio. We started as small team and growing with the years. Our customers have been and still are Ukrainian companies, such as “Viasat”, satellite TV provider in Ukraine, “Overia, LLC”, leader in the field of Intelligent solutions, as well as the U.S. “OneTime, LLC”, the company engaged in cutting-edge areas and unique solutions in the field of mobile calendars and organizers, and European “Guerlain”, famous perfume company and “CrossExpert, LLC”, based in London. Our recent mobile projects include work with navigation, social resources, work with photo/video, presentation application development, work with calendars and organizers.

“New Vision, LLC” - is a creative company, is why our products are the most useful, easy to use, fun for the end user.

Our team combine iOS and Android developers as well as designers, flashers and server side developers. We are working with clients in direct contact. With the years of experience, we are able quickly and correctly solve problems with the best possible solution.

“New Vision, LLC” - is an official company, providing a warranty and technical support for our products.

Features

New Vision provides many features to create the best mobile application for your business. The application can include events, alerts, social links, news, navigation and more. Keeping our partners and customers up to date with latest novelties inside Application World is our New Vision key for the growth of our partners and our company.

Flexibility

We make sure that our clients get leading innovative solutions that are both cost-efficient and dependable in order for them to achieve long term successes, handle their business issues and stay competitive. It is why we are trying to feel each client, identify goals and provide best case for successful result.

Help & Support

Our experts provide complete technical support/backup for applications. This is where our cost-effective maintenance and support service comes-in. It allows you to provide your customers the same level of service without incurring high costs.

Development

Write down Technical Requirements, split project on stages, coding, testing, releasing... You think it is boring?! Each application for us is like write a book, it is a very different story, part of our life. And be proud of result of your life - it is the main satisfaction. Do what you love to do - it is the main goal of our team. And it is why we have real specialists in each part of development process.

Investment

Have a good idea but have not enough resources to make it live? Not a problem! We are ready to invest our time to interesting projects.
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"New Vision",  
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